[1] Substorms sometimes occur repetitively with a period of $1-4 hours. In this paper we examine repetitive substorms, identified using particle injections and positive H bays on the nightside, that we find to occur during corotating high-speed streams associated with coronal holes. The high-speed streams often last for several days and are accompanied by large amplitude Alfvén waves of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). We find that repetitive substorms occur every $1-4 hours, regardless of the solar cycle phase, whenever the Earth's magnetosphere is impinged by these high-speed streams. We further find that a significant number of these substorms are associated with repetitive northward turnings of the Alfvénic IMF, each northward turning preceded by weakly-to-moderately southward IMF, i.e., B z $ À3.6 nT for $29 min on the average. We present eight example intervals where most of the repetitive substorms were associated with a northward turning. Statistically, for 63.5% of 312 substorms we are able to identify a reasonable association with a northward turning. While limitations of the Weimer-mapped IMF used here and the spatial structure of the Alfvénic IMF prevent us from estimating a precise figure for the percentage of IMF triggered substorms, our results indicate that many of the repetitive substorms are likely due to repetitive triggering by the Alfvénic IMF. 
Introduction
[2] During the declining phase of the solar cycle, highspeed solar wind streams occur frequently while high-speed solar ejecta occur less frequently. These streams originate from coronal holes that could extend to latitudes close to the ecliptic plane [Burlaga et al., 1978] and are corotating with the Sun's synodic 27-day rotation period [Timothy et al., 1975] .
[3] Tsurutani et al. [1995a] studied high-speed streams during the declining phase of the solar cycle 20, i.e., 1973 -1975 , to determine the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind causes of the geomagnetic activity during high solar wind speed periods. They primarily focused on 1974 and found that high levels of auroral-region activity as indicated by the AE index occurred continuously during the high-speed streams, which was named High-Intensity Long Duration Continuous AE Activity (HILDCAA). They attributed this activity to the negative B z component of large-amplitude Alfvén waves of the IMF that are observed within the high-speed stream, suggesting that this negative B z led to reconnection and substorms. The origin of the large amplitude Alfvén waves is uncertain, but they may be locally generated from stream-stream interaction effects or amplified Alfvén waves originating from the coronal hole. Tsurutani and Gonzalez [1987] reported Alfvén wave trains propagating outward from the Sun typically in the trailing portion of high-speed streams. It should be noted that in their analysis they removed the magnetic storm main phase intervals which are associated with corotating interaction regions that occur at the leading edge of high-speed streams. On the basis of $1 year observations of IMP 8 spacecraft for 1979, Tsurutani et al. [1990] found that Alfvénic wave intervals were present over 60% of the time and that the southward component of the Alfvén waves was well correlated with AE with a median lag of 43 min.
[4] On the other hand, Borovsky et al. [1993] examined the substorm onsets for the period October 1982 to September 1983 using the geosynchronous particle flux observations from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) spacecraft. They used the term ''periodic substorms'' in their statistical study and found that about half of the identified substorms occurred periodically with a period of $2.75 hours. They also suggested that these quasi-periodic substorms would occur spontaneously. Lee et al. [1985] and Belian et al. [1992] also reported $2 hours or 2 -4 hour periods for recurrent substorms.
[5] An interesting question has been recently raised about the relationship between HILDCAA events, which have been defined based on the AE index, and substorm occurrences. Tsurutani et al. [1995a] initially thought that the AE increases during the HILDCAA events were substorms. Later, Tsurutani et al. [2004] found auroral substorms during HILDCAA events but that these substorms were not associated with the AE (-AL) increases that were used to define the events. Furthermore, on the basis of the NOAA low-altitude satellite particle data, it was suggested that nightside sector proton injections into the ring current region during HILDCAA events were due to enhanced inward convection associated with reconnection between the Alfvén waves and the magnetopause field, which is not directly connected to substorm expansions [Søraas et al., 2004 [Søraas et al., , 2005 Sandanger et al., 2005] . We define substorms in this paper based on the typical nightside particle injections (using the Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft particle flux data) and nightside positive H bays, both of which are often used to identify substorms without using auroral data. However, we have examined global auroral images from the Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) on the IMAGE spacecraft for some events and see evidence that these may indeed be typical substorms. Clearly, this issue warrants a further study.
[6] Here we use the term ''repetitive substorms'' to represent recurrent or periodic substorms that occur with a period of about 1 -4 hours. The question of the cause of the repetitive substorms, though addressed in the above studies, has not been clearly answered. The repetitive substorm activity that occurred in 1974, as studied by Tsurutani et al. [1995a] , was associated with large amplitude Alfvénic IMF fluctuations during high-speed streams. The repetitive substorm activity studied here and, as we show below, that which occurred during the 1982 and 1983 period studied by Borovsky et al. [1993] , were also associated with large amplitude Alfvénic IMF fluctuations during high-speed streams. This suggests the possibility that the repetitive substorms are due to the repetitive turnings of the IMF during high-speed streams. In fact, Lyons et al. [2005b] recently reported two examples where repetitive substorms were triggered by successive northward turnings of the IMF.
[7] Whether and how a substorm is triggered by solar wind variations has long been a very important question in the substorm community. A northward IMF turning or a reduction in the magnitude of IMF B y component has been suggested to be the most common external trigger [e.g., Caan et al., 1975; Rostoker et al., 1983; Dmitrieva and Sergeev, 1983; Sergeev et al., 1986; Samson and Yeung, 1986; McPherron et al., 1986; Troshichev et al., 1986; Lyons et al., 1997] . There are a number of reports that support the scenario that a significant number of substorms are externally triggered, and there are also reports of substorms that are not associated with a clear trigger, implying the possibility that they might not be triggered [e.g., Henderson et al., 1996] . (See Hsu and McPherron [2002, 2003] and references therein for more details on evidence for both external triggering and internal triggering.) A major source of the uncertainty is significant inhomogeneity of the solar wind that often occurs in both space and propagation angles. This uncertainty may be particularly significant for the activity during high-speed streams because it has been suggested [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1990] that the Alfvén waves during these streams often have scale sizes that are comparable to or less than the size of the magnetosphere. Thus a solar wind structure observed by a solar-wind monitoring spacecraft can often be substantially different from the one that actually interacts with the magnetosphere. Use of measurements from two or more spacecraft in the solar wind is thus clearly desired to increase the reliability of knowing what solar wind structures actually impinge upon the magnetosphere.
[8] The present paper focuses on two main points. First, we report that repetitive substorms occur whenever highspeed solar wind streams that are accompanied by large amplitude Alfvén waves of the IMF interact with the magnetosphere. This occurs for solar wind streams regardless of the solar cycle phase, though such streams are most common during the declining phase. Second, we present several examples as well as statistical results to demonstrate that a significant number of these repetitive substorms are associated with northward turnings of the Alfvénic IMF.
2. High-Speed Streams, Alfvénic Fluctuations of IMF, and Repetitive Substorms . High-speed streams are clearly seen, V sw reaching up to $700-800 km/s at times, that last for several days and reappear every $27 days due to the Sun's rotation. One of the recurrent stream periods is highlighted in gray for reference in the figure. It should be noted that there exist more than one stream per rotation. Often the solar wind speed rises quickly but declines more gradually over several days. These features are consistent with those observed during 1974 as studied by Tsurutani et al. [1995a] .
[10] The prominent feature that is of major interest here is the wavy fluctuations of the IMF. These fluctuations have large amplitudes during the periods of high-speed solar wind. Other examples of similar fluctuations have been shown to be Alfvén waves [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1995a; Diego et al., 2005] . The IMF B z fluctuates roughly between +5 and À5 nT. Generally, the wave amplitude is largest during the early stage of the streams when V sw is increasing, which is due to the compression of the magnetic field magnitude and the amplification of the waves from stream-stream interactions [e.g., Pizzo, 1985; Tsurutani et al., 1995b] , and becomes smaller as the solar wind speed declines to the normal value. Note that these Alfvén wave intervals seldom lead to major storms as defined by the Dst index (data not shown), in contrast to the few intervals of strongly southward IMF B z , such as near 18 August and 20 November, where Alfvén waves do not exist and which led to strong storms.
[11] Our definition of high-speed streams in this paper is solar wind streams with V sw > 500 km/s that are not associated with a CME. We have confirmed the earlier result [e.g., Sheeley et al., 1977; Diego et al., 2005; Tanskanen et al., 2005] that the occurrence of high-speed streams and their accompanied Alfvén waves are not limited to the declining phase of the solar cycle but can also exist during other years, although they are less frequent and of shorter duration. We searched for high-speed streams and their associated Alfvén waves for the period 1996-2002. A simple statistical summary of the high-speed stream periods is shown in Figure 2 . This result was obtained using solar wind observations mostly from ACE, but with WIND used when ACE observations were not available. The figure shows the number of events of V sw > 500 km/s binned according to their duration. It is seen that high-speed streams occur every year, but those that last >5 days are much less frequent during years other than 2003. No matter when they occur, however, we find that all the streams identified for the statistics in [12] As has been previously reported, for example, by Tsurutani et al. [1995a] , enhanced auroral-zone activity Figure 1 . The Alfvén waves were of largeamplitude during the high-speed period but became weaker as the speed decreased. From Figure 4 it is clearly seen that there were particle injections repetitively every $1 -4 hours until late on 22 October. These injections are characterized by dispersionless flux increases near midnight, and elsewhere by flux increases with dispersion in energy and a time delay from what is seen by other spacecraft (not shown) located near midnight. These are typical substorm injection features [e.g., Reeves, 1998; Lee et al., 2005] . The injections ceased late on 22 October after the Alfvén wave activity had greatly diminished, and there were no injections on 23 October.
[13] The same features are also seen in the example shown in Figure 5 . In this event the solar wind speed remained above 600 km/s for $7 days until it started to decrease late on 15 December, as seen in Figure 1 . The Alfvén wave activity was strong during the high-speed period but declined as the solar wind speed decreased. Similar to the previous event, repetitive substorm injections are clearly seen only during the high-speed period. The occurrence rate of injections then declined substantially on 16 December through 18 December as the solar wind speed decreased and the Alfvén waves became weaker. We find that it is a general trend that repetitive substorms occur, regardless of the solar cycle phase, whenever high-speed streams with large amplitude Alfvén waves interact with the magnetosphere. It is interesting to note that Tanskanen et al. [2005] recently suggested that high-speed streams strongly modulate the substorm occurrence.
[14] Also Borovsky et al. [1993] It is also found that the high-speed streams are accompanied by large amplitude Alfvén waves of the IMF, as were the high-speed streams in 2003. An example interval is shown in the middle and bottom panels in Figure 6 , and as can be seen, the basic features are the same as those seen during 2003. Thus it is very likely that the ''periodic'' substorms studied by Borovsky et al. [1993] were those associated with the Alfvén waves during high-speed streams.
Association of Repetitive Substorms With Northward Turnings of the Alfvénic IMF
[15] The Alfvénic fluctuations lead to north-south oscillations of the IMF B z , and northward turnings of the IMF B z are known to trigger substorms. It is therefore reasonable to examine if the observations are consistent with repetitive substorms being associated with the Alfvénic northward turnings that follow growth phase periods of southward IMF. We present eight examples selected from 2003 in sections 3.1 -3.5 where we find a number of repetitive substorms that show a reasonable association with northward turnings of the Alfvénic IMF. The statistical significance is discussed in section 3.6.
Event of 21 October
[16] Figure 7 shows events on 21 October 2003. The top panel shows the IMF B z and B y (gray line) as measured by Geotail. The middle panels show the geosynchronous proton flux data in five energy channels, 50-75, 75-113, 113-170, 170-250, 250 -400 keV, from the geosynchronous LANL spacecraft. The bottom panel shows ground midlatitude H data as obtained at HON, KAK (dark gray line), and TSU and selected so that the region near midnight is covered for each substorm. Vertical gray lines indicate the UT of magnetic midnight for observations shown in individual panels. Particle injections and a ground H increase occurring approximately simultaneously on the nightside imply a substorm onset. It is clearly seen that substorms occurred repetitively every $1.3 to 2.7 hrs as indicated by thin vertical lines and labeled S1 through S9.
[17] Note that the IMF data from Geotail in the top panel in Figure 7 are presented as propagated to just in front of the nose of the magnetosphere at X = 15 R E . This was done by using the Weimer mapping technique [Weimer et al., 2003; Weimer, 2004] that uses a minimum variance method to estimate the orientation of IMF structures. In all the subsequent figures, the Geotail data are presented as time-shifted to X = 15 R E by the Weimer mapping technique. As pointed out by Weimer et al. [2003] , it is important to note that the IMF fluctuations may be contained in approximately planar structures that are tilted with respect to the Sun-Earth line. This tilted propagation implies a time delay of the propagation of the IMF structure from a particular spacecraft to another point that is different from what would be expected based on a non-tilted IMF structure. Additionally, the tilt angle of observed structure may have substantial variations in just a few minutes. Therefore for reliable estimations of the IMF structure connected to the geomagnetic field, it is crucial to do a proper mapping of measurements from a spacecraft to the Earth. Although the Geotail spacecraft is close to the Earth when traveling in the solar wind upstream region, for all the events studied in this work we have consistently used the time-shifted solar wind data to X = 15 R E by the Weimer mapping. [18] In the top panel of Figure 7 , it is clearly seen that the Alfvénic fluctuations of the mapped IMF B z show successive, quasi-periodic, northward turnings, which are preceded by a southward interval and are observed near the times of the onsets of the repetitive substorms. Upward pointing arrows identify northward turnings that are plausibly associated with each of the substorm onsets. Most of the identified northward turnings are seen within $0 -20 min prior to the onset times. The northward turning for the onset S2 seems to have occurred slightly after the onset, but the precise northward turning time is not obvious. Also for the onset S6, the identified northward turning is quite gradual taking over $30 min. On the other hand, the IMF B y also shows continuous fluctuations, but the association with substorm onsets is overall much less clear for most of the substorms on this day. There are some onsets, however, (e.g. S4 and S6) which may have in part been triggered by a reduction in jB y j. Therefore at least the large majority, if not all, of the repetitive substorms in this example were triggered primarily by successive northward turnings of the IMF.
[19] It should be emphasized that, while the Weimer mappings are a significant improvement from simply doing a fixed time shift of IMF data to the Earth, the mappings are not perfect. The Weimer mapping technique has an average uncertainty of about 4 -5 min and also fails for large tilt angles of the phase front, i.e., tilt angle larger than 70 degrees and for shocks. Furthermore, as mentioned in section 1, the small spatial scale of the Alfvénic structure adds uncertainty to the measurements. Thus a precise one-to-one correspondence between the Weimer mapped IMF changes and all substorm onsets should not be expected. These limitations of the Weimer mappings are a possible explanation for why a few of the northward turnings identified in Figure 7 are as much as 20 min before the substorm onset that we have associated with the turning and one is a few minutes after the onset.
[20] Furthermore, solar wind dynamic pressure enhancement is sometimes considered as a possible substorm trigger. We have examined the pressure data for all events analyzed in this paper and found a modest pressure increase for a few of the onsets (e.g., onset S8 in Figure 7 ) but nearly constant pressure around the time of the remainder of the onsets. However, our previous studies have indicated that a dynamic pressure increase is unlikely to trigger a substorm unless the accompanied IMF is strongly southward [Lyons Lee et al., 2005] , and the IMF does not become strongly southward during the high-speed stream events examined here. Therefore pressure changes are unlikely to be a significant contributor to substorm triggering during these events.
Event of 19-20 July
[21] Figure 8 shows the data for an interval on 19-20 July 2003 in the same format as in Figure 7 . In this example, eight substorms are identified. The northward turnings that are plausibly associated with the onsets are indicated by the arrows. As in the previous example, the association with a northward turning is reasonably good for most of the onsets, while that with a jB y j reduction is much less clear for most of the onsets except for S1 and S2. The onset S3 is however associated with a southward interval of $15 min, which is far shorter than that in the other events but is clearly followed by a northward turning. Prior to the onset S5, two consecutive northward turnings occurred. It is possible that one of the two triggered this substorm, the later one being the most likely. There was also a clear northward turning $45 min later (just before 2200 UT) that, based on both the geosynchronous and midlatitude H observations, apparently triggered either an enhancement of the earlier event or a new onset. Thus this example supports the possibility that at least a substantial number of the repetitive substorms during the high-speed streams can be triggered by successive northward turnings.
Event of 20 September
[22] Figures 9 shows good examples on 20 September 2003. As with the examples in Figures 7 and 8 , the association with the identified northward turnings is quite good for most of the onsets (at least 7 out of the 10) and it is clear that the IMF B y (gray line in top panel) changes are not the primary triggers. For some onsets, the association with a northward turning is less clear. For the onset S2, the IMF B z shows only a very short-lasting northward turning at the onset time, but a major northward turning occurred a few minutes later. At the onset time of S4, the IMF B z turned southward but was soon followed by a weak northward turning. For the onset S9, the northward turning may be associated, but the onset was preceded by a southward IMF period that was too weak to constitute a growth phase. On the basis of the IMF observations, there was not a welldefined growth phase period before both S4 and S9. 
Event of 17 October
[23] In this example, 12 substorm onsets that occurred on 17 October are identified as shown in Figure 10 . For the onsets S2, S5, and S7, the association with a trigger is unclear as the northward turnings appeared somewhat after the onsets. Also for the S5 and S7, as well as for onset S11, the measured IMF does not show a growth phase prior to the time of the onset. For the other eight onsets, however, an association with a northward turning is clear to a reasonable degree. Also, as in the previous examples, it is far harder to associate most of the onsets with a reasonable reduction in the IMF jB y j.
More Events
[24] Four more examples are presented in Figure 11 , which shows the Weimer mapped IMF B z from Geotail.
The substorm onsets in each example are indicated by vertical lines and labeled as before. For the 21 August 2003 event, reasonable associations with northward turnings are found for most of the onsets except for S3 and S5 where the IMF fluctuations are rather complicated.
[25] For the 17 September 2003 event, the association with a northward turning is good for most of the onsets except for S5, where the Weimer-mapped IMF shows a northward turning about 15 min after the onset. Also for S7, the northward turning seems to be at least suggestive though not definitive.
[26] For the 22 November 2003 event, the association with a northward turning is clear at least for the onsets S1, S6, S7, S8, S9, and S11. It is suggestive for the onsets, S4 and S5 that led to very weak injections as measured by LANL spacecraft (not shown here). Also the association with the northward turning for the onset S10 may be suggestive but the IMF change is complicated. For the onsets S2 and S3, however, a reasonable association with an observed northward turning cannot be made. Therefore in this example, at least six, possibly up to eight, out of total 11 onsets are associated with northward turnings.
[27] In the 10 December 2003 event, for at least six onsets out of 10 identified onsets, a reasonable association with a northward turning is possible. For two onsets, S1 and S5, the association seems to be at least suggestive. For the other two onsets, S8 and S10, however, a trigger is not seen.
[28] It is worth noting that for many of the above onsets where an IMF trigger was either unclear or not observed (8 of 13, i.e., S5 on 21 August, S7 on 17 September, S3, S4 and S5 on 22 November, and S1, S5, and S10 on 10 December in Figure 11 ), a well-defined growth phase is not seen in the IMF. This is also the case for some events shown in Figures 7 -10 such as S4 and S9 on 20 September in Figure 9 . Because of this, we suggest that the actual IMF that affected the magnetosphere during the time period of these events was not measured or not correctly mapped. However, we have no way to prove this possibility.
[29] Although there are onsets for which there is not a clear association with an IMF trigger, we conclude that a significant number of the repetitive substorms in these four examples as well as the earlier four examples shown in Figures 7 -10 are primarily associated with successive northward turnings. It is possible that the actual number of triggered substorms was more than indicated by the Weimer-mapped IMF measurements, and it is possible that the actual number was less. However, despite this uncertainty, the observations indicate that it is likely that northward IMF turnings are a major cause of the substorms in the above examples.
Statistical Results
[30] In order to examine the generality of the above association between Alfvénic IMF turnings and repetitive substorms, we examined a total of 312 substorms. These substorms were obtained for all high-speed streams (based on the criterion V sw > 500 km/s) during the second half of , 63.5% (198 events) show reasonable association with a northward IMF turning preceded by some southward IMF period: The existence of a trigger was determined based on visual inspection when a northward turning, as time-shifted to X = +15 R E by the Weimer mapping, was seen between 20 min before and 5 min after the corresponding onset. It is interesting that this statistical result is in good agreement with that by Hsu and McPherron [2003] who reported that approximately 60% of their substorms were associated with an observed IMF trigger. However, Hsu and McPherron [2004] also found that only approximately 60% of the substorm triggers observed on one IMF monitor could be identified on another monitor, suggesting that $60% is an inherent limitation in our current capability of identifying substorm triggers. Thus as discussed above, the actual number of triggered substorms during the high-speed streams could be substantially higher than 60%, or perhaps less, but the observations clearly indicate that it is likely that northward IMF turnings are a primary cause of the repetitive substorms.
[31] The statistical properties of these triggered substorms are summarized in Figure 12 . For this figure, we have used only 131 onsets where the associated IMF turnings were sufficiently well defined to be quantified: For the other onsets, northward turnings were evident based on visual inspection but nontrivial for quantification due to multiple turnings and gradual turnings, etc. The top panel shows the average IMF B z prior to the northward turning for each onset versus the duration of the southward B z prior to the northward turning. It indicates that for majority of the onsets, the IMF B z is weakly or moderately southward: The IMF B z averaged over the 131 events is À3.6 nT. Also, the duration of the southward B z prior to the northward turning when averaged over the 131 events is 29 min. The bottom panel shows the amount of the northward turning for each onset, and its average value over the 131 events is 4.2 nT. Also when averaged over the 131 events, the northward turnings when time-shifted to X = +15 R E by the Weimer mapping occurred about 7.5 min prior to substorm onset.
[32] Note that some northward turnings in Figures 7 -11 did not trigger a substorm possibly because they do not satisfy one of the criteria for substorm triggering [Lyons et al., 1997] . These include the lack of >25 min growth phase prior to the northward turning (for example, those at $1830 -2000 UT on 19 July, $0820 UT and $1500 UT on 21 August, and $1500 -1600 UT on 17 September) and northward turnings that do not last long enough (>10 min) to trigger a substorm (for example, $0700 UT on 21 October and $ 1800 UT on 10 December).
Conclusions
[33] In summary, we have found that repetitive substorms are seen during high-speed stream periods, regardless of the solar cycle phase, whenever the Earth's magnetosphere interacts with the large amplitude Alfvén waves of the IMF that accompany the streams. These periods of highspeed streams and repetitive substorms can last 1 to >5 days, and multiday periods are most common during the declining phase of solar cycle. Multiday periods occurred, for example, 2 -3 times per month throughout the entire year of 2003, and similar conditions existed during the period used in the well-known study of Borovsky et al. [1993], where the existence of repetitive substorms was demonstrated.
[34] Note that the repetitive substorms studied here occur during HILDCAA intervals, which are defined based on AE variations. Since some authors and one of the referees of this paper suggested that there may be little direct relationship between Akasofu-type substorm occurrences, the particle injections and AE increases during HILDCAA intervals [Tsurutani et al., 2004; Søraas et al., 2004 Søraas et al., , 2005 Sandanger et al., 2005] , it would be worthwhile to examine auroral data thoroughly for the injection events studied in this paper.
[35] Most importantly, we have shown that 63.5% of the studied substorms were associated with successive northward turnings of the Alfvén waves between 20 min before and 5 min after each onset, the northward turnings being time-shifted to X = +15 R E by the Weimer mapping. This strongly suggests that IMF triggering can be largely responsible for the repetitive nature of substorms during highspeed streams, though we cannot provide a precise value for the percentage of substorms that were actually triggered due to limitations in the Weimer-mappings and the spatial scale of Alfvénic fluctuations within the solar wind. Our statistical results show that, on average, the IMF makes a northward turning of about 4.2 nT, 7.5 min prior to onset, and is preceded by southward IMF B z of about À3.6 nT for about 29 min.
[36] Repetitve particle injections have also been reported during sawtooth events on 25 September 1998 , 18 February 1999 , 10-11 August 2000 , 4 October 2000 , 14 October 2000 , 31 March to 1 April 2001 , 18 April 2002 , and 20-21 August 2002 [Huang et al., 2003a , 2003b Lee et al., 2004; Lui et al., 2004; Reeves et al., 2004; Henderson et al., 2006a Henderson et al., , 2006b ]. Here we point out that the sawtooth events above, while characterized by repetitive injections, are associated with fundamentally different solar wind plasmas from the high-speed streams studied here. These sawtooth events are associated with magnetic clouds, which have low beta (beta = plasma pressure divided by magnetic pressure) plasma and far more strongly southward IMF than during the higher-plasma beta, high-speed streams. Also, the longlasting nonlinear Alfvén waves, which are always present during the high-speed streams, are not seen during magnetic clouds [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1988] . The repetitive injections during high-speed streams that we have studied here are therefore naturally associated with the Alfvénic IMF fluctuations, and the previously studied sawtooth injections are not. Last, it is worthwhile mentioning that the stormdriving magnetic clouds that produce sawtooth injections similar to those listed above are limited in number, whereas high-speed streams always show repetitive injections.
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